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Capitulation to Brown's ban:

Call the union 
leaders to account!

THE LABOUR PARTY National Executive Committee, meeting on 
18 September, endorsed Gordon Brown's plan to ban unions and 
local Labour Parties from putting motions to Labour Party 
conference.

A rule change will go to Labour Party conference, which starts 
on 23 September in Bournemouth.

Most big union leaders had said they would oppose Brown's 
plan, but - with the "concession" that the rule change can be 
reviewed in 2009 - all the union representatives on the Executive 
voted to ban their own unions from proposing motions on current 
political issues to Labour conference.

Brown's plan has epoch-defining import.
At present, unions can use Labour conference to challenge 

Labour leadership policies on privatisation, anti-union laws, 
council housing, the health service, and other issues. In recent 
years they have done so.

The union leaders have then kept quiet, without complaint, 
when the Labour flatly ignores conference votes. But even a 
modest revival of assertiveness, confidence, and democracy in 
the ranks would push the unions to start kicking. Gordon Brown 
sees that "risk", and that is why he wants to double-lock and bolt 
the gates on the already choked-off avenues for a working-class 
political voice in the Labour Party.

If consolidated, Brown's plan will reduce Labour to a US-type 
political party, and the labour movement to the role of junior 
lobbyists.

Just to shrug and say "this proves there's no point paying 
attention to the Labour Party" would be foolish defeatism. For 
the unions to vote to ban themselves from putting political 
motions, for the union committees and conferences to accept 
such a move, is not a step towards the unions creating a new 

workers' political party, but a step away from it.
A fight in the unions over the coming months, up to their 

2008 conferences, for them to repudiate the Brown plan and 
table proposals in the Labour Party to restore their political 
rights, is vital. It is the only way to rally broad forces either to 
tackle Brown/Blair in the Labour Party or to assemble the basis 
for a new workers' party.

To let the union leaders get away with their capitulation to 
Brown without being called to account would be passively to 
allow the labour movement to be pulled further backwards, 
politically.

Alongside the shrivelling Labour Party we have had since the 
mid-90s, one which offers little room for working-class voices, 
independent working-class socialist election candidacies can play 
and have played a useful role in rebuilding a base for socialist 
politics.

To argue that groupings like the SWP's Respect or the 
Socialist Party's CNWP are "the alternative" to the Labour Party 
is, however, wide of the mark.

Neither has, nor has any chance of getting, a mass union 
base. Of Respect, one of its own leaders, Alan Thornett, writes: 
"The current leaflet for the GLA campaign, for example, is 
politically bland and does not mention socialism at all! Almost all 
of it... would be acceptable to a Lib Dem, and all of it would be 
acceptable to the Greens... we have to be politically distinct from 
the Greens - otherwise what is the point..."

Respect is politically distinct from the Greens... in that it has 
as its figurehead George Galloway, whose main political activity 
for the decade before 2003 was links with Saddam Hussein's, 
and who since then has reworked himself as a "fighter for 
Muslims" and apologist for political Islam. The Greens have no 
such discrediting associations.

There is no road to reviving working-class politics in that 
direction. The revival requires a sustained fight within the unions 
on the principle of independent working-class political 
representation.

Immediately, that requires a drive in the trade unions to call 
the leaders to acount and get rule changes reversing Brown's 
plan submitted for the 2008 Labour conference.
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